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Welcome to the second public 
consultation on Plot H1 at Elephant 
Park. 
Our plans for H1 are to provide a new commercial building 
for Elephant & Castle, providing new workspace and 
retail units, as well as new public realm and a lobby 
that is open to anyone to use. The workspace, which 
includes affordable spaces for local businesses, will 
provide around 4,000 new jobs and be designed 
to accommodate the future working practices of 
Southwark’s business community.

The following pages will present:

• Findings from our first consultation in October 
2020;

• How the scale and architectural design of the 
building is responding to Elephant & Castle’s 
changing context; 

• The experience at street level and our 
approach to designing the surrounding 
landscape and public spaces ; and 

• Our initial thoughts on how we can make 
a ground floor lobby space that is a 
welcoming destination for local people at 
all times of the day across the week.

We welcome feedback on our proposals. 
The design will continue to evolve and be 
informed by community feedback, and we 
hope to submit a planning application for 
Plot H1 in the spring.

Introduction

Image of the Elephant Park temporary meadow, currently located on Plot H1
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A missing link
Connecting Walworth Road, the town 
centre and the new park
Plot H1 in Elephant Park is positioned at the northern 
end of Walworth Road, between Elephant Road, Castle 
Square and the new park. It will provide the link between 
Elephant & Castle and Walworth, connecting the town 
centre to the high street.

Our vision is a direct response to this location and will 
complement Elephant & Castle’s emerging town centre 
by providing new local employment and business 
opportunities to the area. 

Plot H1 will provide 16 storeys plus a mezzanine 
level of new collaborative workspace with a focus 
on health and wellbeing. The new office space will 
bring additional footfall to the area, particularly in 
the daytime, which will further support the growth 
of the local economy and shops and businesses 
on Walworth Road and the wider area.

The office accommodation will sit above a 
publicly accessible ground floor. 

Open to everyone, this space will help connect 
Sayer Street, the new park, Castle Square and 
Elephant Road.

With an emphasis on sustainability including 
close proximity to public transport and cycle 
routes, fresh air, recycled materials, cross 
laminated timber floors and urban greening, 
Plot H1 will set a benchmark in workspace 
with health and wellbeing at its heart.
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Shaping the design proposals
In October 2020 we published our first pack of information 
on Plot H1 on our website. The online consultation was 
open for three weeks and was complemented by a pop-
up consultation in West Grove on Deacon Street and a 
number of pre-booked appointments with the team in a 
shop unit on Sayer Street.

113 people completed our online survey with 984 
visitors to the site and 125 subscribers for updates.

We received a high number of constructive comments 
with a good level of support for the commercial 
floorspace and the benefits it will provide; 4,000 jobs 
and daytime activity to support local retail.

Questions were raised by some groups about 
the building shape and form and how it relates 
to both the original masterplan and the new 
emerging townscape. We hope the information 
in this consultation will demonstrate how we 
have approached the design process in order to 
address those questions.

Concerns about the impact of the pandemic 
were also raised, which is something we will 
continue to consider in detail as part of our 
approach to design, technology and health 
and wellbeing outcomes.

Questions were also asked about how the 
building responded to the surrounding 
physical and historic context, something 
this new information also focusses on.

Finally, people were very positive about 
the integration of planting and the 
aspiration for a publicly accessible 
ground floor that provides facilities 
everyone can enjoy.

October feedback

Biggest challenge to encouraging  
public access to the ground floor

Feel - welcoming and comfortable (37)

Awareness of access to the space and facilities available (31)

Food & drink (15)

Facilities - phone charging points, wifi, public toilets (13)

Inclusive - open to all (9)

Openness - accessibility and permeability (6)

No comment received

General comments about the 
proposals

Liked the greenery and planting (18)

Height and massing (17)

Nothing further to add (14)

Welcoming the proposals (13)

Stepping down towards the park and design quality (11)

A publicly accessible bar, workspace or garden (7)

Residential instead of commercial (6)

Relationship to surrounding buildings (5)

No comment received

91/113 
responses

111/113 
responses
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A response to Elephant & 
Castle’s new town centre
The regeneration of Elephant & Castle has now been 
ongoing for over a decade, bringing significant 
transformation to the area.

Alongside Elephant Park, other major developments 
have included Strata, One The Elephant, Elephant 
Central and UNCLE, as well as the Castle Leisure 
Centre and the reconfiguration of the road network.

And further change is now planned for the future, 
in particular with the Elephant & Castle Town 
Centre development, where demolition is currently 
underway.

The design and scale of Plot H1, as well as our 
plans to deliver the plot as an office building, 
are a direct response to its location within this 
evolving part of Elephant & Castle which seeks 
to complement the emerging neighbourhood.

The evolving context 
(Part 1)
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Making the transition
Linking the busy high street character of Walworth Road 
to a new town centre at Elephant & Castle has been 
a long term aim of Southwark Council. Providing a 
continuous, active street level experience will create 
a safer and more enjoyable experience for the local 
community and will help businesses to thrive.

The north end of Walworth Road has been 
transformed with new public spaces and local retail, 
and is set to provide further activity at street level 
with additional retail, the Southwark Heritage 
Centre and Walworth Library. 

Walworth Road also works to balance the mix 
of building typologies from the three and four 
storey Victorian buildings further south to taller 
buildings at Elephant & Castle.

The drawing at the bottom of this page shows 
the transition from the soon-to-be refurbished 
Walworth Town Hall to West Grove, Plot H1 
and the new town centre.

The artists’ impression on the top half of the 
page illustrates how terraces align with the 
height of 82-96 Walworth Road opposite 
and maximise the separation between Plot 
H1 and West Grove (see elevation).

These terraces will be planted and 
landscaped, softening the facade and 
screening it from neighbouring homes.

Plot H1 is set back from Walworth Road 
to enable the retention of the mature 
street trees.

The evolving context 
(Part 2)

Walworth Road elevation showing the change in scale from the new town centre to the Walworth Town Hall 

E&C Town Centre South Gardens

Walworth Town Hall

West Grove

West Grove
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Locally inspired architecture
It is important to connect Elephant Park with the local 
heritage of the area so it is part of a wider story. In fact, our 
architects have consistently made reference to building 
details, brick colours and local history in their designs on 
all of our development plots.

The architects for Plot H1, ACME, have taken inspiration 
from one of the area’s most important figures, Michael 
Faraday, born in 1791.

Faraday is renowned as the scientist who discovered 
electromagnetism, although his research covered 
much more. 

In 1821 he invented the first electric motor and in 
the early 1830s he discovered a way to convert 
mechanical energy into electricity on a large scale, 
creating the first electric generator.

The architects have used his experiments with 
magnetism expressed through iron filings as 
inspiration behind patterning for the facade of 
Plot H1. 

Their intention is to express this pattern through 
fins (see bottom right) that provide shade and 
colour to the facade. These fins also reference 
trams and the adjacent railway. 

The result, as you’ll see in later pages, is 
a striking and positive contribution to 
Elephant & Castle.

Building facade

Photographs (bottom left) courtesy of the 
Walworth Road Historic Area Assessment
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82 - 96 Walworth Road, opposite Plot H1 West Grove, Elephant Park South Gardens, Elephant Park

Colour palette Facade studies
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Referencing new and old
The aluminium fins will be coloured with long lasting, deep, 
rich colours that directly reference colours featured in the 
immediate area.

82 to 96 Walworth Road, directly opposite Plot H1, use a 
palette of warm red hues in their brick façades.

These red hues have already inspired the architecture 
of many of the buildings in Elephant Park in South 
Gardens, West Grove and the mansion blocks on the 
north side of the park.

A sense of motion
The pattern of fins has been carefully designed to 
give a sense of motion to the facade that shifts and 
changes as you move around the outside of the 
building.

This treatment will create interest and emphasise 
the building’s role in connecting Walworth Road 
(high street), the town centre and park.

Colour and motion
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A generously planted public realm
Plot H1 will continue the successful planting and 
landscaping you can already see in Elephant Park. 

The area facing Walworth Road will integrate the fantastic 
mature trees into planting beds that include places to sit 
and cycle stands.

Gaps between planting will ensure good access and 
visibility to the ground floor retail / affordable workspace 
in Plot H1.

Planting will be carefully selected to thrive in the 
specific micro-climate.

Streetscape

Artists’ impression of Plot H1 terraces at the corner of Walworth Road and Deacon Street Landscaping precedents

Walworth Road

Elephant Road

Bespoke seating around existing tree

Shrub planting around existing tree

Cut through pathways from Walworth Road 
providing direct access to retail/affordable 
workspace

‘Welcome mat’ paving outside of the retail/
affordable workspace units

Visitor cycle stands

Wide, clear footway/pavement
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Historic photographs of awnings on Elephant & Castle (left) and Walworth Road (right)

Artists’ impression of ground floor awnings to Elephant Road Extract of proposed ground floor plan
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Human scale shop fronts
ACME Architects has studied the historical context of Plot 
H1, incorporating relevant design features, patterns and 
colours.

Awnings historically provided shelter and shade for 
shop fronts allowing them to have large areas of glass to 
advertise their wares.

The awnings also provided a human scale and an 
intimate environment at street level.

Awnings to Sayer Street, Walworth Road and Elephant 
Road will provide the same function and experience 
for the active ground floor of Plot H1.

Three retail units address Walworth Road whilst 
cafés and/or restaurants in the public lobby (yellow)
face Elephant Road and Sayer Street (see plan 
extract).

Awnings

Sketches (top) taken from the Walworth Road 
Historic Area Assessment

Public lobby and retail

Retail / affordable workspace

Circulation core

Entrance to secure cycle parking

Servicing

Key to plan



Mid C19th retail frontages
Walworth Road retail case study
1834: Robinson’s 1834 -1855 (illustration next pages)
and the Ship & Sun circa 1840

2.591 “	In	the	1830s	and	1840s	most	shop	fitters	opted	for	
classical designs. Delicate Georgian ornamentation and 
Regency simplicity gave way to sturdy neoclassical forms 
involving the bold application of half or three-quarter columns 
carrying heavy entablatures... The shop fronts may originally 
have been elaborately painted, with the coloured marbling so 
vividly described by Whittcock” 
K A Morrison 2003. P48

This description demonstrates both the more “delicate” 
Georgian response for a new public house, The Ship & 
Sun was erected for Drewery at no 33 Crosby Row, no 267 
Walworth Road, before 1840, rebuilt as the Prince Alfred, 
circa 1880. Consider this shopfront versus the much more 
elaborate response for Robinson’s established in 1834 as a 
“Turnery, Cooperage, Baskets, Door Mats, Matting”

It is possible that this drawing of the Ship & Sun was made 
just after the completion of the new building. The drawing 
connects the public house to the building on its left-hand 
side indicating that they may have been built as a pair. The 
cornice details, windows and shop front columns are similar. 
By contrast the building on the right is outlined in black, not 
white. The design is similar to no. 273 Walworth Road which 
still stands and may be a part of this terrace.

1

2 4

3

5

Circa 1840 - 1858 Ship & Sun Illustration credit 179

1  Simple Tuscan columns
2  Small glass panes. Mass production of larger glass 
panels first took place in England circa 1832. The window 
tax was repealed in 1851.
3  Separate door for entry to the housing above
4 From 1824 onwards gas street lamps started to appear 

in Walworth. Gas was not installed into private houses 
until around 1842.
5 The building appears to be a part of a terrace of 
which no 273 still stands and is occupied by Gregg’s 
the bakery.

Right: 1978 Prince Alfred and no 273 Walworth Rd
Illustration credit 22

2.5 MID C19TH DEVELOPMENT : SHOPS
Walworth Road becomes a high street: building shops out into the front gardens

267 WALWORTH ROAD:  SHIP & SUN  (BEATEN PATH)

Walworth Road retail case study
1857: Hughes and an expanded Robinson’s [1858] 
2.592 Retailers often listed the previous occupant of the 
business on their advertising literature. In this case Hughes 
appears to have taken over a Tea and Grocery business 
which was popular with the Cuming family, previously run 
throughout the 40s/ 50s by Fidge. Many advertisements 
exist presumably delivered wrapped around the packets of 
tea. This shop shows a simplified elegant facade displaying 
hygienic exotic boxed product, raisins and almonds in the 
shop windows with the interiors lit by gas. 

1858: Robinson’s expanded into enlarged premises 
“Before long, prominent classical columns were ousted 
by simple pilasters, and full entablatures gave way to 
fascias that terminated in consoles (or blocks supported 
by brackets).... Individual window panes became taller and 
narrower in the 1850s and 1860s, commonly measuring 
7 to 8 feet high by 3 to 4 feet wide.... Horizontal glazing 
bars could be reduced to mere headings, and on occasion 
two panes of glass were butted together without a glazing 
bar..... shops still opened late, usually until 8 or 9 o’clock at 
night, depending on the season, although the early closing 
movement, which originated in 1842 was gaining ground”.

The drawing of the expanded Robinson’s store in 1858 
shows the new fashion for tall glazing panels as well as 
simpler flatter pilaster details. It could be a more artful, rather 
than realistic impression of the storefront which includes 
a drawing of the interior with the shop front removed, or 
perhaps the expanded area of shop front (26&27a) was 
actually open. Open shop fronts were common for  “butchers, 
fishmongers,	dairymen	and	greengrocers”,	who “had 
always been different from those selling non-perishable 
commodities. These traders adopted large double hung sash 
windows in the late Georgian period, and adhered to that 
format until new standards of hygiene were imposed in the 
1950s.” All quotes: K A Morrison 2003.  p42-43 p54

In the 1920s LJ Carter’s book describes the competition 
amongst tailors in particular on the Walworth Road and how 
each shop competed to get their goods in front of customers 
by displaying them on the street. Much later the Penny 
Bazaars of M&S notoriously used open shop fronts to try to 
entice customers to browse by offering “free admission”.

 

1857: Hughes 
Illustration credit 180

1  Shop fronts were 
made taller through 
the use of larger fascia 
panels that could be 
viewed from the top of 
public transport. These 
were prevalent on the 
Walworth Road until 
the C20th.

Hughes was at 249 
Walworth Road and 
Robinsons was next 

2.5 MID C19TH DEVELOPMENT: SHOPS
 Walworth Road becomes a high street: building shops out into the front gardens

249 WALWORTH ROAD: HUGHES

text & images source: Walworth road Historic Area Assessment, 
p. 60
small glass panes. Mass production of larger glass panels first took 
place in england circa 1832. the window tax was repealed in 1851.

text & images source: Walworth road Historic Area Assessment, 
p. 61
1857: Hughes illustration credit 180
shop fronts were made taller through the use of larger fascia panels 
that could be viewed from the top of public transport. these were 
prevalent on the Walworth road until the C20th.
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Walworth Road retail case study
1834: Robinson’s store established (image 1834 -1855)
Illustration credit 181

1  Entablature
2  Corinthian column
3  Small glass panes. Mass production of larger glass panels 
first took place in England circa 1832. The window tax was 
repealed in 1851.
4  Ventilation/ light into basement.
5  A step up from the street was typical of the period.

1

2

1858: Robinson’s expanded into 25, 26 & 27a Crosby 
Row (251-253 Walworth Road) Illustration credit 182

1  Simple flatter Corinthian columns and entablature with 
goods being brought out and displayed on the street. This 
abundant display had been partly influenced by the 1851 
Great Exhibition.
2  Larger glass panes and became central to store design, 
all higher to show goods to passing customers on horse 
driven trams.

2.5 MID C19TH DEVELOPMENT: SHOPS
 Walworth Road becomes a high street: building shops out into the front gardens

251/3 WALWORTH ROAD: ROBINSON’S

text & images source: Walworth road Historic Area Assessment, 
p. 62
simple flatter Corinthian columns and entablature with goods being 
brought out and displayed on the street. this abundant display had 
been partly influenced by the 1851 great exhibition. 
larger glass panes and became central to store design, all higher to 
show goods to passing customers on horse driven trams.

sHopfronts
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Walworth Road retail case study
1834: Robinson’s store established (image 1834 -1855)
Illustration credit 181

1  Entablature
2  Corinthian column
3  Small glass panes. Mass production of larger glass panels 
first took place in England circa 1832. The window tax was 
repealed in 1851.
4  Ventilation/ light into basement.
5  A step up from the street was typical of the period.
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1858: Robinson’s expanded into 25, 26 & 27a Crosby 
Row (251-253 Walworth Road) Illustration credit 182

1  Simple flatter Corinthian columns and entablature with 
goods being brought out and displayed on the street. This 
abundant display had been partly influenced by the 1851 
Great Exhibition.
2  Larger glass panes and became central to store design, 
all higher to show goods to passing customers on horse 
driven trams.

2.5 MID C19TH DEVELOPMENT: SHOPS
 Walworth Road becomes a high street: building shops out into the front gardens

251/3 WALWORTH ROAD: ROBINSON’S

1850 Phillimore & Co, tea & coffee merchants,  around 350 Walworth Road Illustration credit 183

Walworth Road retail case study 
1850s: Phillimore & Co 
“South Metropolitan Tea Establishment”, colonial tea & 
coffee merchants. 
36 Beckford Row (now demolished).
2.593 The 1850 advertisement is entitled the ‘Great 
Exhibition’. It highlights the great influence that the Great 
Exhibition of 1851 had on advertising, display and the design 
of shop fronts of the time. Directly influenced by the Great 
Exhibition, there was a fashion for cast iron use between 
glazing panels which this shop window example may have 
been. Importantly gas lighting is incorporated inside the shop 
window, as well as in the interior, to throw light back onto the 
shop window and the product.

Their advertising also plays directly on the international 
aspect of trade and the power of the British Empire as 
expressed by the “The Great Exhibition of the Works of 
Industry of all Nations”.

2.5 MID C19TH DEVELOPMENT: SHOPS
 Walworth Road becomes a high street: building shops out into the front gardens

CIRCA 350 WALWORTH ROAD: PHILLIMORE & CO

s H o p f r o n t  E Vo l U t i o n  wa lw o r t H  r o a d  H i G H  s t r E E t

sHopfronts

Source: Walworth road Historic Area Assessment
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Artists’ impression of ground floor glazing on Castle Square Extract of proposed ground floor plan
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Glazing proportions and bay windows
The area’s historic Victorian shop fronts used panes of glass 
of a proportion the architects have replicated in the glazed 
street level facade on Plot H1.

The glazing facing Castle Square, Elephant Road and 
Sayer Street includes flowing, curved, abstracted ‘bay 
windows’ that move in and out of the colonnade that 
surround this part of the ground floor (see plan below).

The artists’ impression (bottom left) shows the 
connection to Castle Square with the new Park 
Pavilion in the distance.

Glazing

Sketches (top) taken from the Walworth Road 
Historic Area Assessment

Example of local historic shop fronts

Public lobby and retail

Retail / affordable workspace

Circulation core

Entrance to secure cycle parking

Servicing

Key to plan
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A key connection
Deacon Street will provide a key route from Walworth Road 
to the new park, a front garden to the residents’ lobby for 
West Grove and provides access to servicing for Plot H1.

The landscaping and highways design proposals for 
this street are significantly greener and more pedestrian 
focused than envisaged in the original Elephant Park 
masterplan.

Care has been taken to minimise the number of 
vehicles needing to access Deacon Street and the 
space they have available to them whilst providing 
drop-off bays for residents.

Deacon Street is proposed to be two-way at 
Walworth Road so access to Plot H1 can be 
provided without impacting on the more pedestrian 
focused environment adjacent to the residential 
lobby for West Grove and Sayer Street (see plan at 
the bottom of this page).

Vehicular traffic is limited to only emergency 
access on the park and Castle Square frontages 
of Plot H1, the same as on Ash Avenue.

Deacon Street

Artists’ impression looking at Plot H1 from outside of the West Grove lobby

H1 disabled parking bays (2no.)

H1 drop-off zone

West Grove disabled parking bay 

West Grove loading bay

Key view from West Grove lobby

New trees and planting

Visitor cycle stands

Transition from one-way to two-way road

Retail spill out with moveable planters to 
define the area
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Plot H1

Key to plan
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Extract of proposed ground floor plan

Artists’ impression of the Park Pavilion, currently under construction Sayer Street looking towards the park

This Design and Access Statement (DAS) has been 
prepared by Bell Phillips Architects (BPA) with input from 
the consultant team listed in Section 1.2. 

The DAS has been prepared on behalf of Lendlease in 
support of a Reserved Matters Application (RMA) for a 
new park pavilion within Elephant Park pursuant to the 
Outline Planning Permission (OPP) for Elephant Park (ref: 
12/AP/1092).

The purpose of the pavilion is to create a publicly 
accessible multi-functional space and a viewing terrace 
designed to compliment, enrich and enhance the 
adjacent park. It will also include a food and beverage 
kiosk and associated amenities including storage, plant 
and WC.  The pavilion will provide a focal point for the 
park, supporting and extending public use of the park 
throughout the day and throughout the seasons.

This DAS is part of the suite of documents and drawings 
supporting the RMA for this site and should be read in 
conjunction with the other supporting documents.

1 Introduction

1.1 Executive Summary

Perspective view of the proposed Elephant Park pavilion

Elephant Park Pavilion  Design and Access Statement  May 20204
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A gateway into the new park
Park Plaza is envisaged as the gateway to the park, at the 
intersection of Sayer Street, the Park Pavilion and Plot 
H1.  It is designed as a place for people to gather, be 
entertained, work, sit, relax or just pass through.

The design of H1 has responded to the scale of Park 
Plaza by continuing the stepped terraces seen on 
Walworth Road down towards the park.

Active public ground floor uses such as cafés, bars and 
restaurants will continue the character of Sayer Street, 
help serve park users and encourage people into the 
lobby throughout the day.

In response to comments in the first consultation, 
the internal lobby and the pedestrianised street 
is to be more strongly connected, allowing for 
shelter, easier access to and from the park, plus 
significantly more greening.

The landscaping design at this corner will 
establish a series of ‘landscaped zones’, creating 
a clear separation between Plot H1 and the 
park.

Park Plaza

Artists’ impression from Sayer Street looking across the park 

Public lobby and retail

New trees with planting

Planting

Sun loungers

Benches with backs and armrests

Retail spill out space

Moveable planters to define spill out space

Wayfinding totem

Key to plan
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The Park

Extending the park
The first consultation confirmed the importance 
of greenery in establishing a strong connection 
between the building and park. As a result, the 
design has evolved further by increasing the 
planting at the base of H1 to soften the building 
line, extend the park towards Elephant Road 
and down Deacon Street.

In addition, the terraces on Plot H1 will be 
planted, which when combined with climbing 
plants at the base of the building will give the 
impression of the park extending over the 
facade.

The green terraces provide access to 
outdoor space for people working within 
Plot H1 providing a range of health and 
wellbeing benefits.

The planting will also provide an element 
of screening and privacy.

Artists’ impression of Plot H1 from the park with the Park Pavilion to the left and Elephant & Castle rail station entrance to the right

Planting precedents

3 ELEPHANT PARK  H1 /  DESIGN UPDATE

H1 
PlANTING ArrANGEmENT



3.1 THE CHARACTER OF THE WALWORTH ROAD
The C18th & C19th terraces and retail additions

BECKFORD ROW 

2015: Images courtesy of Benny O’Lonney Architects Illustration credit  198
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Facade doors to Lobby & retail Units subject to further design development

LEGENDS:

: Spandrel panel

: Vent louvre panel

: Area for trellis planting

NOTES:

- For facade system details, pelase refer to facade engineer's 
information.
- Back of house rainscreen cladding subject to detail design 
development.
- Loading bay entrance door shwon indicatuive. Details subject to design 
development.
- Trellis planting to BoH facade subject to design development.
- Facade doors to lobby and retaul subject to further design 
development.
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Red Lion, Walworth Road 1908

4. latErns
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Text source: Walworth Road Historic Area Assessment, p. 77
The Victorian shop front built during the 1880s with huge hanging 
gas lanterns.

One of the distinctive images that survive today is of the Victorian 
shopfront built during the 1880s with huge hanging gas lanterns.

ACME’s notion for the large pendant light fittings intended to add 
light, drama and scale to the double height ground floor interior 
is inspired by the classic lantern envisioned by Rodney Gordon for 
his design of the Faraday Memorial, and in recognition of the ‘huge 
hanging lantern’ of a local Victorian shopfront.
The light fitting is also a reference to the Fresnel lens, which Faraday 
referred to in his scientific writing.
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Floor tiles
Inspired by Victorian floor and wall tiles, our architects are 
developing floor tile patterns that make reference to the 
local heritage. 

The floor finish will, like the building’s facade, give a 
sense of movement with changing density of tiles and 
colour. 

The floor finish will extend out into the public realm, 
softening the threshold between inside and out and 
welcoming people into the public lobby space.

Lanterns
Inspired by Faraday’s work on lighthouses and 
the complex lens used to focus artificial light 
so it could be seen from afar, our architects are 
working to develop lanterns for the lobby and 
covered external areas wrapping the building.

These lanterns reference Victorian shop 
lanterns that provided lighting for the shop 
front and footway (top left photograph).

Suspended below the high ceilings, the 
lanterns will bring a human scale to the 
lobby and covered external areas, further 
blurring the boundary between inside and 
outside space.

A seamless transition 
between inside and out
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A public lobby that welcomes 
everyone
The ground floor lobby and retail area (yellow) of Plot 
H1 will be publicly accessible and provide a range of 
places for people to sit and relax, or work, as well as 
places to eat and drink.

The previous design of the building envisaged 
a singular, consistent colonnade wrapping the 
building from Elephant Road to Sayer Street.  We 
have amended this in response to consultation 
feedback so that the facade line curves to meet 
the public realm and creates sheltered outdoor 
spaces.

New and existing trees will work with ground 
level planting to green the public realm.

Climbing plants and planting on the terraces 
of the building will give the impression of the 
park extending up and over Plot H1.

A public place

Public lobby and retail

Retail / affordable 
workspace

Circulation core

Entrance to secure 
cycle parking

Servicing

Key to plan
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